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The neural circuitry and pharmacology
underlying
transient
signal formation at the bipolar-amacrine
cell interface were
studied. Synaptic currents were measured
with whole cell
patch clamp in retinal slices. Cell types were identified with
Lucifer yellow staining. Activity was initiated with puffs of
kainate of known time course and spatial spread delivered
at bipolar dendrites.
OFF bipolar
cells responded
to kainate
with a sustained
inward current, but ON bipolar cells were
silent.
Two types of amacrine
cell were found: (1) narrow field
cells, with processes
that extended
laterally less than 200
pm, responding
with a sustainedinward
current, and (2) wide
field cells, with processes
that extended
laterally by up to
1 mm, responding
with a brief transient inward current followed by a more sustained
outward current.
We pharmacologically
dissected the synaptic interactions
underlying
the transient current in the wide field amacrine
cell. In the presence
of 5aminovaleric
acid (AVA), the time
course of this transient current was increased
so that it resembled the response
of bipolar cells. Because AVA is a
GABA, antagonist,
it appears to block an opposing
signal
that truncates the sustained excitatory bipolar input, thereby
generating
the transient.
GABA, specificity
is confirmed
by
(1) block of the transient inward current by baclofen, a GABA,
agonist, and (2) block of the baclofen effect by AVA.
The site of GABA, action appears to be presynaptic
to the
amacrine cell membrane
because neither baclofen nor AVA,
in combination
with picrotoxin,
had a direct effect at the
amacrine cell membrane.
GABA, receptors
are often found
at presynaptic
terminals
where they modulate
calcium or
potassium conductances.
It has been shown that bipolar cell
terminals receive a GABAergic
synaptic input (Vaughn et al.,
1981; Wu et al., 1981; Tachibana
and Kaneko, 1987). The
narrow field sustained-responding
amacrine cells appear to
be GABAergic
(Werblin et al., 1988). This suggests that transient activity measured in wide field amacrine cells is formed
at a population
of bipolar cell terminals by GABAergic
feedback from narrow field amacrine cells at GABA, receptors.
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Distal retinal cellsrespond with relatively sustainedactivity to
maintained illumination, yet many retinal ganglion cells respond transiently, to only the arrival and/or departure of light
(Barlow and Levick, 1965;Werblin and Dowling, 1969;Kaneko,
1970; Werblin, 1970, 1972; Nelson et al., 1978). A classof
amacrine cells respondswith similar transient properties and
appearsto transiently inhibit all ganglion cell types (Werblin
and Copenhagen, 1974; Wunk and Werblin, 1978; Belgum et
al., 1983, 1984) and neighboring amacrine cells (Barnes and
Werblin, 1987). Synaptic inputs to amacrine (Werblin, 1977)
and ON-OFF ganglion cells (Wunk and Werblin, 1978; Lukasiewicz and Werblin, 1986) are more transient than bipolar
responses(Werblin and Dowling, 1969; Kaneko, 1970, 1973;
Werblin, 1979) suggestingthat one of the important transitions
to more transient activity is initiated at sitesdistal to the amacrine cellsbut proximal to bipolar cell bodies.The questionsof
where transient action is initiated, what pathways are involved,
which synaptic transmitters are utilized, and what mechanism
of interaction mediatesthis transient action remain unresolved.
Two mechanismsfor neuronal interaction have been proposedto account for transient activity in amacrine cells:(1) the
algebraic summation of inputs from ON and OFFbipolar cells
(Toyoda et al., 1973; Miller, 1979),and (2) transient transmitter
releasefrom bipolar cells(Marchiafava and Torre, 1978;Toyoda and Fujimoto, 1984).
Pharmacologicalstudieshave defined someof the important
inhibitory synaptic inputs to cells at the inner plexiform layer
(IPL). One component of transient lateral inhibitory transmission from amacrineto other amacrineand ganglioncellsappears
to be mediated by glycine (Frumkes et al., 1981; Belgumet al.,
1984; Mittman and Copenhagen, 1985; Barnes and Werblin,
1987). There is alsoan inhibitory GABAergic input to ganglion
cells (Miller et al., 1981; Belgum et al., 1984). Histochemical
evidence (Vaughn et al., 1981; Wu et al., 1981) suggests
a GABAergic input to bipolar cell terminals. A classof sustained
amacrine cells showsevidence of GABA uptake (Marc et al.,
1978). No link has been shown between glycinergic or GABAergic activity and the formation of transient activity.
We have attempted to determine the functional role and site
of action for the cells and synapsesthat mediate transient activity. Two types of amacrine cell were morphologically identified by Lucifer yellow stainingduring patch recording in retinal
slices.In sliceswe could test directly the sustained,transient,
inhibitory, or excitatory action of a transmitter substanceon a
specific cell type. Our results lead to a schemeof synaptic interaction involving classesof sustainedand transient bipolar
and amacrine cells synaptically coupled in a change-sensitive
retinal subunit. The subunit generatesa signal that is signifi-
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Figure 1. Geometry for stimulating and recording in the retinal slice.
The puff pipette, containing 10 PM kainate, was positioned within 10
pm of the dendrites of bipolar cells at the outer plexiform layer. Patch
recordings were made with Lucifer yellow-filled electrodes. Morphologically identified bipolar cells and wide (IF) and narrow (iV) field
amacrine cell types were easily identified. R, receptor layer; OPL, outer
plexiform layer; ZNL, inner nuclear layer; ZPL, inner plexiform layer;
GCL, ganglion cell layer.
cantly more transient than that in bipolars and may provide the
appropriate
signal for previously described systems of change
detection (Barlow and Levick, 1965).

Materials and Methods
Whole cell patch recording in retinal slices. Details regarding the application of whole cell patch recording (Hamill et al., 198 1) to amacrine
cells in retinal slices (Werblin, 1978) have been described in detail
elsewhere (Barnes and Werblin, 1986, 1987).
Calibration of the pufl Responses were elicited by “puffing” kainate
(10 PM) through the tip of a 1 lrn diameter pipette (Fig. 1). The pipette
tip was placed within 10 pm of the bipolar dendrites and kainate was
released by pressure of 10 PSI for 40 msec using a solenoid-controlled
pneumatic valve.Kainate has been shown to mimic the actions of glutamate on second order neurons (Shiells et al., 1981; Slaughter and
Miller, 1985). Bipolars in turn appear to release glutamate or an analog
onto third-order neurons (Slaughter and Miller, 1983a, b).
The spatial and temporal properties of release by the puff were approximated in two different ways.
1. We measured the decrease in light transmission generated by a puff
of an opaque dye at a lo-pm-wide slit projected by the microscope
condenser (Fig. 2F). A 40x objective was focused on the puff pipette
ejecting the dye (Fig. 20). The change in transmission was measured
by a silicon photodiode placed at the ocular. The puff pipette contained
a saturated solution of Procion Black (Cl 80) dissolved in Ringer’s, then
filtered. The photocell response as measured at different displacements
for the pipette is shown in Figure 2A.
2. Occasionally while puffing at the outer plexiform layer (OPL) and
recording from a bipolar cell, a very narrow region of sensitivity or “hot
spot” was found. This probably represented an isolated region of dendritic processes, and provided a narrow spatial region of sensitivity that
was useful as a bioassay for the spread of the puff. The response of the
bipolar cell to puffs at different displacements of the pipette is shown
in Figure 2B.
The spatial distribution of the puff as derived by each method is
plotted in Figure 2C. The puff had an effective range of about 50 pm.
The rise time of the responses was less than 100 msec when the puff
was closer to the center of the slit or to the sensitive region of the bipolar
process and increased to nearly 1 set at displacements of about 35 pm,
probably because of diffusion time.
The time course and spatial distribution of both bipolar and photocell
responses are quite similar. This is probably due to the similarity in
relation between puff and measurement area (Fig. 2E, shaded regions):
the bipolar cell dendrites measure the integrated change in concentration
of transmitter in a small slab along the surface of the slice; the photocell
measures the integrated change in absorption (concentration) across a
small slab formed by the narrow shaft of light created by the slit. The
measured change in dye density is a reasonable approximation to the
change in kainate concentrations that are significant for the bipolar cell
response. Both photocell and bipolar responses were sustained when
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Figure 2. Calibration of the puff. A, Responses of photocell to puffs
of Procion black viewed through a IO-wrn-wide slit (see Materials and
Methods). Distances from pipette tip to center of the slit are shown to
the right of the traces. Responses negative to 0 pm are minimal because
the puff was completely obscured by the edge of the slit. Smaller responses are slower because of increased diffusion times. Calibration: 10
pA; 100 msec. B, Responses of bipolar cell “hot spot.” A very narrow
receptive region consisting of a single bipolar dendritic process was used
as bioassay for the extent of the puff. Zero was taken at the position of
largest response, and numbers to the right of the traces measure displacement from that point. Responses become smaller and slower as
distance increases. C, Plot spatial spread of photocell response (solid
curve) and (dashed curve). The hot spot curve is reflected around the
maximum response and positioned along the abscissa so that the peak
coincides with the photocell curve. Both curves suggest that the effective
spread of the puff is less than 100 pm. D, Geometry of the pipette, slit,
and puff. The slit (10 pm) was placed between the light source and
condenser and focused at the pipette with the condenser. The pipette
was then focused at the photocell. E, Comparison of geometries for the
puff stimulation of the slice and light slit. The time course and spatial
distribution of the bipolar and photocell responses are similar. This is
probably due to the similarity in the relationship between puff and
measurement areas for the slice and slit, as shown in the shaded regions.
F, Top view of the geometry of the light slit, puff pipette, and puff of
Procion black dye. Measurements in A reflect responses to the puff of
dye when the pipette tip is at different perpendicular distances from the
center of the slit; “0” represents the center of the slit.
the puff duration was extended, but longer puffs caused erratic puff
quantities and pipette clogging during prolonged use. Therefore, we used
only short duration puffs for consistent stimuli. We refer to responses
that follow the trajectory of the puff as “sustained” and those that are
clearly much briefer as “transient.”
Because retinal tissue is a partial diffusion barrier, kainate probably
penetrates the slice by considerably less than 50 pm. Therefore, only a
fraction of the total dendritic field, namely, that located near the surface
of the slice, is affected by the puff.
Standard electrode and bathing solutions. Our standard intracellular
solution consisted of (in mM): potassium gluconate, 106; potassium
chloride, 10; HEPES, 4; EGTA, 1; and calcium chloride, 0.1 buffered
to pH 7.4.
The bathing medium contained (in mM): sodium chloride, 120; potassium chloride, 2; calcium chloride, 4; magnesium chloride, 1; HEPES,
4 buffered to pH 7.8.
Picrotoxin (50 PM), 5-aminovaleric acid (AVA; 0.5 mM) or baclofen
(50 PM) were added to the bathing medium (without substitution) to
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Figure 3. Photomicrographs of Lucifer yellow-filled amacrine cells. A, Wide
field amacrine cell with processes distributed broadly across the IPL. B, Narrow field amacrine cell with processes
distributed locally within sublamina b
of the IPL. Calibration bar, 25 Frn.

block or drive GABA, and GABA, receptors. Because AVA is a GABA,
agonist as well as a GABA, antagonist (Muhyaddin et al., 1982) it was
always used with picrotoxin for specific GABA, antagonism.
Cells were stained with Lucifer yellow by filling the patch electrodes
with a 1% solution (Stewart. 1978). The stain diffused into the cell and
its processes within‘3 min, so identification could be made during recording. Cells and processes were viewed using a Nikon mercury fluorescent epi-illuminator
with the B filter package.
Liquid junction potential correction. Liquid junction potentials were
determined by first placing the electrodes in a bath containing the electrode solution to establish a zero offset potential. Then we measured
the offset from the zero potential in normal bathing media. The offset
was 3 mV when the electrode contained 120 mM Cl- and 116 mM Cs+,
4mVat 12OmMCl-and
116m~K+,and
11 mVat2OmMCl-and
116 mM K+. Membrane potential values in this paper are corrected for
these junction potentials.
Data acquisition and analysis. Recordings were obtained with a List
EPC-7 electrometer. Electrode series resistance was reduced to 5-10
MQ. This was verified by measuring the membrane charging curve under
current clamp to obtain the time constant and membrane resistance.

From these values the membrane capacitance could be calculated. Then
the series resistance was derived from the charging curve obtained under
patch clamp since membrane capacitance was known. Typical values
were: input resistance, 2 GQ; cell capacitance, 5 pF, series resistance, 7
Ma. All recordings of synaptic currents were made with the membrane
held at a fixed potential. For the values given, little error in potential
or kinetics was introduced by the series resistance.
The data were digitized and stored with an IBM PC/XT using a Data
Translation 2800 analog interface board. Analysis was performed using
software developed in this laboratory.
Adequacy ofthe voltage clamp. Because the voltage clamp is performed
on neurons in the slice where their highly branched processes remain
intact, it is important to verify that synaptic inputs occurring on the
branches are adequately space clamped (Brown and Johnston, 1983).
By using focal puffs of transmitter all synaptic inputs to the amacrine
cell are confined to a region close to the soma.
The space clamp of the synaptic inputs was verified by comparing
reversal potentials for the endogenous GABAergic input (picrotoxinsensitive component) and that of GABA puffed directly onto the soma
or proximal processes that were between -60 and -65 mV, the cal-
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Figure 4. Morphology of most frequently encountered cells. Lucifer
yellow staining used. The full extent of processes is shown by sketching
a composite from separate photomicrographs for each cell taken at 3
different focal planes through the slice. Cells are arranged here for convenience of presentation. A, Narrow field amacrine cell with diffuse
processes extending laterally by about 150 pm and limited to sublamina
a. Twenty-two cells were stained. B, Wide field diffuse amacrine cell
with processes extending laterally by 500 to 1000 pm. A region near
the soma extending only about 75 pm contained tufted and thick processes,differing from the thinner, sparser processes seen more laterally.
Twenty-eight cells were stained. C, Bipolar cell with axon terminating
deep in sublamina a and extending laterally by less than 50 Mm. Twelve
cells were stained. D, Narrow field amacrine cell with processes in sublamina b extending laterally by about 100 pm. Twenty cells were stained.
E, Wide field confined amacrine cell. Thin lateral processes extending
up to 1000 pm are limited to a region near the a-b border. A second
set of thicker lateral processes extends about 100 pm. Twenty-three cells
were stained. F, Bipolar cell with axon terminal in sublamina b. Lateral
extent of axons is limited to less than 100 pm. Eight cells were stained.

culated Nernst potential of -62 mV, suggesting that the sites of GABAergic synaptic input are well clamped.
For these studies it was not necessary to determine the precise reversal
potential or kinetics of responses. So our measurements would have
been adequate even if the sites of synaptic input were not perfectly
clamped.

Results
Amacrine cell morphology: Wide and narrowjield amacrine
cells
Two morphologically distinct types of amacrinecell were identified basedon the lateral distribution of their processesand the
sublaminaein which they ramify. Photomicrographstypical of
the two main cell types are shown in Figure 3, and a more
complete catalog and description of their morphology is given
in Figure 4. Narrow field cellsas shown in Figure 4, A, D, were
characterized by a dendritic arbor that extended laterally less
than 200 pm, sendinga diffuse projection confined to either the
inner (Fig. 40) or outer (Fig. 4A) half of the IPL. Cellsramifying
in sublaminab correspondto the small field amacrine cells of
Vallerga (1981).
Wide field cells as shown in Figure 4, B, E, had processes
extending laterally by at least 500 pm and typically extended to
1 mm. These showeddifferent forms of dendritic stratification
either multistratified in the distal and proximal regionsof the
IPL as in Figure 4B or confined to the central strata of the IPL
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Figure 5. Comparison of puff and light responses. A, P&response of
narrow field cell (OFF type). B, Puff response ofbroad held cell (ON=OFF
type). C, Light response of narrow field cell (ON type). D, Light response
of broad field cell (ON-OFF type). The narrow field response to either
puff or light is significantly broad, with rise time of about 200 msec and
decay lasting beyond 500 msec. Narrow field response resembles that
of the bipolar cell in Figure 2. The wide field cell response to either puff
or light is brief, with a rise time of less than 50 msec and a decay time
of less than 150 msec. Thus, the response forms can be easily distinguished by either light or puff. Puff pipettes contained 10 PM kainate.
Liaht was full field and white. Light resuonses were studied in 8 sustained
and 11 transient cells. In these, rest&g potentials were between -65
and - 70 mV for sustained and between - 70 and - 75 mV for transient
cells.

as in Figure 4E. The wide field cells correspond to the classII
cells of Wong-Riley (1974) and the wide field cells of Vallerga
(1981).
All cells studied lacked processesextending into the inner
nuclear layer or axons extending into the ganglion cell layer.
They all showed voltage-gated transient inward currents and
could be madeto spikewith depolarization under current clamp.
Thesecriteria confirm the identification as amacrine cells and
help to exclude bipolar, interplexiform, or displacedganglion
cells from our measurements.
Each amacrine cell type had characteristically different responsekinetics to puffs of kainate or glutamate presentedat the
dendrites of bipolar cells, as describedbelow.

Responses to either light or puffs are sustained in narrow field
amacrine cells and transient in wide field amacrine cells
We correlated both puff- and light-elicited synaptic currents in
the 2 morphological types of amacrine cells. The currents in
Figure 5, A, B, were elicited by puffs, those in Figure 5, C, D,
by light, from narrow and broad field cells, respectively. Traces
in Figure 5, A, C, in narrow field cells,have time coursessimilar
to that of the photocell in Figure 2 (puff-like), whereasthosein
Figure 5, B, D, elicited in wide field cells, have responsesthat
are considerably more transient.
Puffs of kainate or glutamate applied directly at the processes
of either amacrinecell type consistently elicited inward currents
with puff-like kinetics as shown in Figure 1. This suggeststhat
the more transient responseis not a property of the glutamatelike sensitivity of the amacrinecellsbut is establishedpresynaptically. We refer to the responsesthat follow the photocell kinetics as“sustained” or “slow” and thosethat are clearly briefer
as “transient” or “fast.” We qualify the use of the term “sustained” for our narrow field cells becausethey do show relaxation of the synaptic current over a period of secondsof continued light stimulation (seeFig. 5C). This may reflect the shaping
of the synaptic inputs in bipolar cellsby voltage-gatedcurrents
(Tessier-Lavigneet al., 1988).
These results show that either puffs or light can be used to
distinguishbetween sustainedor transient activity in amacrine
cells. The responseforms, correlated with the 2 types of ama-
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Figure 6. Narrowfield amacrinecell currents. A, Reversal potential
near 0 mV for the inward synaptic current. Holding potential is shown
above each trace. More than 39 cells were studied, with resting potentials
between -65 and -70 mV. B, Response profile for excitatory input to
narrow field cell. Puffs were presented at the OPL and displaced laterally
in 20-pm intervals. Largest response was taken at position zero. The
curve was measured on one side only and then rotated for completeness.
The excitatory region for the narrow field amacrine cell spanned about
200 pm. The extent of processes for this cell type is about 150 pm (Fig.
4A).

crine cells,correspondroughly to a similar dichotomy described
by Vallerga (198 1) in light-elicited responsesin the eyecup. In
the following we used puffs becausetheir spatial profiles were
more readily controlled.
Bipolar and amacrine cells with processesconfined to the
inner half of the IPL (sublamina b) did not respondto puffs of
kainate or glutamate at the OPL (Famiglietti and Kolb, 1976;
Famiglietti et al., 1977; Stell et al., 1977; Kolb, 1979; Attwell
et al., 1987). Our result is opposite from that of Slaughterand
Miller (1985) who found that ON bipolars respondedbetter than
OFFbipolars to kainate. The silenceof the ON amacrine cells
suggeststhat there is little crosstalk between the ON and OFF
pathways at the amacrine cell level, which is consistent with
Miller and Dacheux (1976). We usedpuffs of kainate only asa
tool for eliciting synaptic inputs to the third-order neurons in
the OFFpathway; the lack of kainate and glutamate sensitivity
in the ON pathway is currently being investigated but is beyond
the scopeof this paper.
In the presenceof 2 mM Co2+in the bath, no responsewas
recorded in amacrine cells to OPL kainate puffs. This controls
for the possibility that kainate diffused from the OPL to the IPL
to directly excite amacrine cells.

-200

-100
0
100 200
DISTANCE (microns)

300

Figure7. Wide field amacrine cell currents. A, Reversal potentials of
separate inward and outward synaptic currents of wide field transient
amacrine cell. Two components are evident, an early, transient (inward)
current that reverses near 0 mV and a later, slow (outward) current that
reverses near -65 mV. Note that near -65 mV, the reversal potential
for the late, slow component, the inward current remained transient,
suggesting that this synaptic input is itselftransient. The outward current
becomes inward more negative than -65 mV, thereby extending the
apparent current at -80 mV. B, Spatial profile for the antagonistic
components measured as described in Figure 6B. The response profiles
were measured only from the location of peak response to one side of
the profile, and the curve was then rotated around the origin. The profile
for both the inward and outward antagonistic components spanned
about 200 pm. More than 45 wide field cells were studied.

Narrow field amacrine cellshave single, sustainedexcitatory
input and narrow spatial sensitivity profile
Figure 6A showsa seriesof responsesat different holding potentials in a narrow field OFFamacrine cell elicited by kainate
puffs at the OPL. The responsesreversed near 0 mV, currents
appear to be similar in form at all potentials, suggestingthat
the synaptic input eliciting this current is composedprimarily
of a single,sustainedexcitatory component.
Figure 6B showsthe responsein a narrow field OFFamacrine
cell to puffs displaced laterally along its processesin 10 Km
increments. The responsefield for the narrow field cell spans
about 200 pm. At the more lateral displacements,the response
kinetics were slower, similar to the change in kinetics of the
bipolar cell or slit-photocell calibration (seeMaterials and Methods). This suggests
that 200 Mmmay be an overestimate for the
retinal regionof sensitivity to the puff becausethe slowresponses
at lateral displacementsmay representpuff diffusion.
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9. Direct effect of GABA on transient amacrine cell response.
GABA was puffed at the IPL directly at the processes of a wide field
amacrine cell. GABA elicited a sustained outward current that reversed
near -60 mV, the equilibrium potential for chloride, much like the
response component blocked by picrotoxin in Figure 7. GABA acts
directly at the amacrine cell membrane; a similar response was measured
in the presence of cobalt in the bath, suggesting that GABA is acting
directly at the wide field amacrine cell. Twelve cells were studied.

Figure
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Figure 8. Picrotoxin block of late sustained current component in a
wide field, transient amacrine cell. A, In the presence of picrotoxin, the
late, slow outward current component of the response clearly seen in
Figure 7A was blocked. The inward current remained transient and still
reversed near 0 mV. More than 30 cells were studied in this way. B,
The membrane potential is held at 0 mV, which is the reversal potential
for the fast, inward current and therefore isolates the slow, outward
synaptic current. Kainate is puffed into the OPL every 5 set which elicits
an outward current every 5 sec. This is done for several minutes until
a reasonable approximation to a steady state is achieved. Control puff
responses were then recorded for a period of about 20-25 set at which
time picrotoxin (50 PM) was added to the bath which eliminates the
outward current. Washing (with control Ringer’s solution) brought the
outward current back to near control levels, but only after washing for
several minutes (break in trace reflects about 2 min).

Widefield amacrine cells have transient, biphasic input
currents and narrow sensitivity projles
Figure 7A shows a series of responses elicited by kainate puffs
at the OPL as measured in a wide field amacrine cell at different
holding potentials. The response consists of at least 2 current
components with different reversal potentials and kinetics. The
initial brief inward transient current nulled near 0 mV. This
current was followed by a slower, delayed, more sustained current that reversed near -65 mV. Near -65 mV, the reversal
potential for the late, slow component,
the inward current remained transient suggesting that this synaptic input is itself
transient. These 2 components
can be pharmacologically
separated by GABA, and GABA, receptor ligands, as shown below.
Figure 7B shows the spatial profiles for both the inward and
outward currents measured in the broad field amacrine cell. The
inward current sensitivity profile was measured by holding the
membrane at -65 mV, near the reversal potential for the outward component,
and moving the pipette laterally in lo-pm
increments along the OPL. The outward current sensitivity was
measured in a similar way by holding the membrane at - 10
mV, near the reversal potential for the inward component. Both
current sensitivity profiles spanned about 300 pm, far less than
the full spread of the processes for the broad field cell, which

was typically greater than 500 pm. This suggests that the pharmacological sensitivity of the wide field amacrine cell is confined
to a central region of its processes near the soma.

Transient responseisformed by pre- and postsynaptic
GABAergic truncation of a sustainedsignal
Figure 8 shows that the late outward current is due to a direct
GABAergic
input. Picrotoxin completely abolished the late outward current as shown in the series of responses in Figure 8A.
The remaining
inward current was transient and of common
waveform at all potentials, reversing near 0 mV. Strychnine had
no effect on either component.
The time course for the blocking action of picrotoxin on the
outward current is shown in Figure 8B. The synaptically elicited
outward current was isolated by holding the cell at 0 mV, the
reversal potential for the initial inward current. A series of outward currents was elicited at 5 set intervals by puffs of kainate
in the OPL. When picrotoxin
(50 PM) was added to the bath,
the outward current was eliminated
after about 5 sec. The response returned within 2 min after a wash of the picrotoxin.
Direct application
of GABA (in the presence of 3mM cobalt
to block synaptic transmission)
to the processes of the transient
amacrine cell also elicited a current that reversed near -60 mV
as shown in Figure 9. The reversal potential for the direct GABA
application
and the picrotoxin-blocked
responses to OPL kainate puffs was within 10 mV of - 62 mV, the calculated chloride
Nemst potential. This suggests that the slow outward current is
mediated by a GABA input impinging directly on the processes
of the transient amacrine cell, thus increasing chloride conductance.

The transient inward current isformed by a presynaptic
GABAergic signal
The inward current was dramatically
altered by baclofen,
GABA,
agonist (Robertson
and Taylor, 1986), and AVA,
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Effectof AVA on transientamacrinecellresponse.
In the
presence
of AVA (in additionto picrotoxin; AVA is itself a GABA,
agonist),the previouslytransientinwardcurrent(Fig. 74 becamesustainedwith a similarwaveformat all potentiallevelsreversingnear0
mV. The time courseof this response
resembled
that of thebipolarcell
(seeFig. 2B). Twentycellswerestudied.
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Figure 10. Effect of baclofen on the transient amacrine cell response.
A, In the presence of 50 PM baclofen, the transient inward excitatory
component of the response was reduced in amplitude, whereas the inhibitory component remained relatively unaffected. Twenty-three cells
were studied. B, The membrane potential is held at - 65 mV andkainate
is puffedinto the OPLevery5 setto elicit the fast,inwardcurrent.The
outwardcurrentis eliminatedhereby holdingthemembrane
near-65
mV. Oncethe inwardcurrentreaches
a steadystatea seriesof control
responses
arerecorded.Baclofenis then bath-applied,eliminatingthe
inwardcurrent.Washingthe retinawith controlRinger’ssolutionbrings
theresponse
backto nearcontrollevelsimmediately,i.e., within 5 sec.
GABA, antagonist (Muhyaddin et al., 1982; Nakahiro et al.,
1985; Ong and Kerr, 1987). Figure 10A showsthat in the presenceof 50 PM baclofen the excitatory component of the response
was blocked but the outward current was unaffected, still reversing near - 65 mV. In somecellsthe blockade of the inward
current by baclofen was incomplete. In those cells, higher concentrationsof baclofendid not increasethe effect, although more
time was required for recovery of responseafter the baclofen
was removed from the bath. In the presenceof baclofen the
amacrine cell respondedto direct puffs of kainate, suggesting
that baclofen is acting at a site presynaptic to the amacrine cell
membrane.
The time coursefor the effects of baclofen is shownin Figure
1OB. The outward current waseliminated by holding the cell at
-65 mV, and a seriesof isolated inward currents was elicited
every 5 set by puffs of kainate into the OPL. When baclofen
wasthen applied to the bath, the inward current waseliminated
within 5 sec.A washbrought the responseback to control levels
within lessthan 5 sec.
When AVA wasaddedto the bath (in addition to picrotoxin),
the normally transient inward current becamesustainedat all
potential levels, reversing at - 10 mV as shown in Figure 11.
A similar sustainedresponsewas obtained when baclofen was
added in the presenceof AVA, suggestingthat AVA, a GABA,
antagonist, blocked the action of baclofen, a GABA, agonist.
These results suggestthat the normally sustainedbipolar responseis truncated by an antagonistic interaction acting at a
site presynaptic to the amacrine cell at GABA, receptor.

Discussion
Summary of the pharmacological interactions mediating
transient responsein the widefield amacrine cell
The pharmacologicalseparationof the transient responsecomponentsin the wide field amacrinecell by picrotoxin, baclofen,
and AVA suggesta generalized schemefor the neural circuitry
underlying GABAergic interactions. The components of responseare summarized in Figure 12, A-F, and the schemeis
presentedin Figure 13.
The normal synaptic currents measuredin a wide field amacrine cell are shown in Figure 12A. Picrotoxin, a GABA, antagonist, blocks the late slow outward current, as shownin Figure 12B. GABA puffed directly at the processes
elicit an outward
current with reversal potential near -60 mV, similar to that of
the picrotoxin-blocked current shownin Figure 9. Thesefindings
suggestthat a GABAergic signalwith slow time coursenormally
impingesdirectly on the wide field amacrinecell to generatethe
slow outward current.
In the presenceof picrotoxin, the remaining inward current
was transient as shown in Figure 12B. The transient current is
eliminated by baclofen, a GABA, agonist. Baclofen does not
affect GABAergic inputs to the wide field amacrinecell directly.
Baclofen is known to act at presynaptic sites(Ault and Nadler,
1981; Bowery et al., 1981; Giotti et al., 1983), where it can
reduce releaseof transmitter (Johnston et al., 1980) or reduce
calcium currents (Robertson and Taylor, 1986; Maguire et al.,
1988). These findings suggestthat baclofen decreasesthe excitatory input at a site presynaptic to the wide field amacrinecell.
In a complementary way, AVA extends the normally brief
time courseof the inward current shown in Figure 12B, so that
it resemblesthe current in Figure 120. AVA, a GABA, antagonist (Muhyaddin et al., 1982) is probably blocking the effect
of an endogenousGABAergic signalthat normally acts to truncate the responseshown in Figure 120, resultingin the response
shown in Figure 12B. The difference betweenthese2 signalsis
an estimate of the time course of the truncating signal; it is
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Figure 12. Summary of the pharmacological dissection of the synaptic
input to the wide field, transient amacrine cell. All measurements were
made in the same wide field amacrine cell at a holding potential of -30
mV. A, Normal response consists of an initial transient inward current
followed by a longer lasting outward current. B, The outward current
was blocked by picrotoxin (50 NM), but the initial inward current remained transient. C, Baclofen (50 WM) completely blocked the transient
inward current, but the slow outward component remained intact, suggesting that the transient excitatory current (but not the sustained outward current) is affected at GABA, receptors. D, In AVA the normally
transient inward current became sustained. Picrotoxin was also included
because AVA acts as a GABA, agonist. E, Baclofen and picrotoxin
together completely eliminated all synaptic currents, suggesting that
there are no other significant synaptic inputs. F, AVA (0.5 mM) blocked
the suppressive effects of baclofen (50 PM), demonstrating specificity of
these pharmacological agents at a GABA, receptor.

sustainedand slightly delayed with respectto the onset of the
transient in Figure 12B.
In combination, baclofen and picrotoxin eliminate both the
postsynaptic inhibition and the excitatory input as shown in
Figure 12E. Finally, AVA blocks the action ofbaclofen, resulting
in an extended inward current as shown in Figure 12F.
A generalschemefor GABAergic interactions mediating
transient activity in widefield amacrine cells
The results summarized in Figure 12 are representedschematically in Figure 13. Trace A representsthe excitatory signal;it
is inferred from the responsein Figure 12F which represents
the excitatory input with pre- and postsynaptic inhibition removed by picrotoxin and baclofen. Trace B representsthe signal
originating at the GABA sourceand impinging on the GABA,
receptors at the terminal; it is inferred from the waveform of
the postsynaptic GABAergic input asshown in Figure 12C and
the presynaptic GABAergic waveform given by the difference
between Figure 12, B and F.
SignalB must be delayed by about 200 msecwith respectto
signal A so that B acts to reduce transmission only after the
initial transient. The resulting transient signal C results from
the antagonistic interaction of B on A.
We have not measureda difference in latency betweensignals

I

WIDE
FIELD
AMACRINE
CELL

k--I

1

Figure13. General scheme derived from the data in Figure 12. Wide
field amacrine cell receives two inputs: (1) direct excitation, and (2)
direct inhibition via GABA, receptors. A sustained excitatory signal
(A) is truncated by a sustained, slightly delayed GABA signal (B) to
generate a transient input (C) to the wide field amacrine cell. The signals
A, B, and C are drawn from current components derived in Figure 12.
A and B, but the delay may involve the intracellular pathway
from GABA, receptor to synaptic releasesite. For example,
GABA, receptorsare known to act through a G-protein (Dolphin and Scott, 1987);and possibly protein kinaseC (Rane and
Dunlap, 1986). Recent evidence suggeststhat neurotransmitter
receptor-activated G-proteins can directly modulate channels
(Scott and Dolphin, 1987)and can operate in aslittle as50 msec
(Pfaffinger et al., 1985).
The bipolar terminal may be the sourceof the excitatory
signal
We infer that the neural elementscorrespondingto the sources
of excitation in Figure 13 are bipolar terminals. Earlier studies
have shown that bipolar terminals releasea glutamate-like excitatory transmitter (Slaughterand Miller, 1983a,b). There are
numerousbipolar-to-amacrine synapses(Dowling and Werblin,
1969;Wong-Riley, 1974).Also, bipolar terminals receive a GABAergic input (Marc et al., 1978; Vaughn et al., 1981; Wu et
al., 1981; Maple and Werblin, 1986). Thus, bipolar cell terminals appearto releasethe appropriate excitatory transmitter,
receive the appropriate GABAergic input, and be in appropriate
synaptic relation to amacrine cells.
Separatesustainedand transient bipolar terminals
If the element labeled “excitation” in Figure 13 is in fact a
bipolar terminal, then the GABA, input dictates that its release
is normally transient. But releasefrom another separatepopulation of bipolar terminals must be sustained,becausethere exist
sustainedamacrineand ganglioncells.The assumptionsleading
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cell (W). These cells typically spike only once (D) in response
to each excitatory input (Barnesand Werblin, 1986; Eliasof et
al., 1987).

Figure 14. Scheme for interactions mediating change detection. Vertical arrows represent glutamate pathways; diagonal UYYOWindicates a
GABA pathway. Identified elements are intended to represent pop&ztions of cells. The slow narrow field amacrine cell (N) receives excitatory
input (A) from a slow bipolar cell terminal (S). The output of this cell
(C) in turn feeds back to a separate class of transient bipolar terminals
(r), truncating release from this terminal via a GABA,, receptor. (The
slow amacrine cell also inhibits the fast wide field amacrine cell (I+)
directly via a GABA, receptor.) The traces represent inferred signals in
this pathway. A, Inferred output of the sustained bipolar terminal recorded as the excitatory synaptic current in the narrow field amacrine
cell. B, Inferred output of the transient or fast bipolar terminal recorded
as the excitatory current in the wide field amacrine cell. C, Output of
the narrow field amacrine cell recorded under current clamp. This is a
steadily spiking signal. D, Output of the wide field amacrine cell recorded
under current clamp, showing single-spike activity (Barnes and Werblin,
1986). Calibration: 100 pA, 200 msec for traces A and B; 20 mV, 200
msec for traces C and D.

to the schemein Figure 13, then, predict the existenceof at least
2 separatepopulations of bipolar terminals, one sustained,the
other transient.No sustained-transientdistinction hasbeenmade
recording from bipolar cell bodies, so if this dichotomy exists,
it must be initiated proximal to the bipolar soma, probably at
the terminal itself.
Narrow field amacrine cell may be the GABAergic source
Earlier studiessuggestthat the narrow field amacrine cell may
be the source of GABAergic input to the bipolar terminals.
Narrow field amacrinecellshave beenimplicated asGABAergic
in fish (Marc et al., 1978)and in salamander(Watt et al., 1987;
Werblin et al., 1988). The response of the narrow field amacrine cellsand that of both the pre- and postsynapticGABAergic
inputs in Figure 13B are sustained.Finally, the spatial profile
of the GABAergic input and that of the sensitivity of the narrow
field amacrine cell span only about 200 Wm.Thus, the pharmacological,temporal, and spatialproperties of the narrow field
amacrine cell match those of the input to the bipolar terminals.
Neuronal circuit for a change-detectionsubunit
The general pharmacological schemeshown in Figure 13 can
be mademore specificby incorporating the (sustainedand transient) bipolar

cell synaptic terminals

as the source of excitation,

and the narrow field amacrine cell asthe sourceof GABAergic
pre- and postsynaptic inputs. The circuity is shown in Figure
14. These 4 cell types and their synaptic interactions form a
changedetecting subunit.
In this scheme,a population of sustainedbipolar terminals
(S) drives the narrow field amacrine cell (N) with a sustained
input (A). The narrow field amacrine cell respondswith a sustained train of spikes(C), driving the sustainedreleaseof GABA
to truncate the responseat the transient bipolar terminal (T).
As a result of the truncating feedback, a transient signal(B) is
generatedat theseterminals that drives the wide field amacrine

Separatesubunitsfor ON and OFF transients
The kainate puffs usedin thesestudiesselectively drive a subunit
consistingof the OFFbipolar and amacrine cells and therefore
generate the OFF transient synaptic current in the wide field
amacrinecell. But light generatestransient responsesat both ON
and OFF.This suggeststhat there is a separate,complementary
subunit consistingof sustainedand transient ON bipolars, coupled with a sustainedON amacrine cell, that generatesan ON
transient synaptic current in the wide field amacrinecell. Therefore, the complete subunit, respondingto the arrival or departure of either a light or dark object, would be composedof the
7 cell types, including ON and OFF,transient and sustainedbipolar cells,ON and OFFsustainedamacrine cells,and an ON-OFF
transient amacrine cell.
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